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Flook Bloom

Jan Flook is an industrial designer based in 
Melbourne who trained in Florence, Milan and New 
Zealand. His name rhymes with ‘Look!’, and it’s 
time to look at a striking pendant named Bloom: a 
rounded powder-coated white aluminium shade with 
yellow silk orchids cascading from the interior. If you 
want to see more of Mr Flook, check out his work on 
Black Milk’s Atlantic restaurant interiors at Crown.

Jan Flook Lighting: www.JanFlookLighting.com

Bala Pendant Lights

Bala is a contemporary lamp holder, designed by 
Ben Wahrlich for Anaesthetic. Completely designed 
from the ground up, it combines precision machining 
and the finest European componentry. Beautifully 
simple as a single elegant pendant light, Bala is 
also a clever building block to form other pendant, 
ceiling, wall and floor lights. Each of which can be 
custom designed for specific projects, available on 
request. Made in Australia and priced from $230.

Anaesthetic: info@anaesthetic.com or anaestheticdesign.com

-20 In The Shade

Some 34 giant backlit lampshades recently lit 
Quebec City’s Cartier Ave thanks to the creative 
types at Lightemotion — whose concept it was to 
create an art gallery floating in space. These hanging 
lampshades give the avenue the cozy warmth of a 
residential interior. On the other hand, they’re large 
enough to obviously be an impressive art installation, 
and spectacular enough to get locals and tourists 
onto the city’s frosty streets in the dead of winter. 

Lightemotion: www.lightemotion.ca

Lighting Triumph

Not a bad backdrop to work on for a lighting 
designer. Jeff Freeman employed Clay Paky 
SuperSharpys to illuminate the Arc de Triomphe 
for the festivities, as hundreds of thousands of 
revellers congregated in front of it or watched at 
home on television. The display saw the monument 
spectacularly video-mapped, with Freeman using 18 
of the super powerful Clay Paky fixtures, supplied by 
rental company Magnum, to complement the visuals.

Show Technology: (02) 9748 1122 or www.showtech.com.au

Pickle’s Mr Big Shot

Located in Unley, SA, is the funky cafe Pickle In The 
Middle. The modern cafe interior (designed by Enoki) 
has a playful feel and incorporates Satelight’s Mr Big 
Shot pendant lights. These metal feature pendant 
lights float slightly angled above the main counter, 
providing light for food preparation and spotlighting 
delicious treats within the display cabinet. A solo 
yellow Mr Big Shot has been strategically placed 
within the row of white pendants to highlight the 
cash register area.

Satelight: (03) 9399 5805 or info@satelight.com.au

iGuzzini: Tricked Up

Here’s a neat little Trick for outdoors. The iGuzzini 
Trick comes in a number of varieties (either 
recessed or wall-mounted in a couple of sizes) but 
you get the idea: its thing is control, clarity and 
range. Trick is capable of generating spectacular 
geometrical effects with well defined shapes: 
circles, concentrated lines, various combinations of 
decorative graphic elements, as well as a grazing 
light effect. It can be installed on surfaces or 
recessed, putting together a number of luminaires to 
deliver different effects. iGuzzini is now readily 
available in Australia and have recently opened a 
Sydney showroom.

illuminotecnica: (02) 9571 7777 or www.iguzzini.com
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